Tu this paper, we study a nonlinear elliptic equation with cntical exponent, invariant under the action of a subgroup G of the isornetry group of a compact riemannian marnfold. Wc obtain sorne existence results of positive solutions of this equation, and under sorne assurnptions on G, we show that we can salve this equation fon supercritical exponents.
Introduction
11. Let (M,g) be a campad, smooth riemannian n-maxúfold n > 3.
Let also q E (1; ni) real, and a, f and h be three smaoth functians M. In a previaus paper, Djadli [15] , we were cancerned with the existence of smoath, pasitive solutions u ta the equation
(E)
A 9u + an = f'¿¿n-2 +T he goal hene is to study the same problem, but in presence of symrnetries. More precise¡y, we set ¡som9(M) the isometny grot¡p of M fon the metric g, and O a subgroup of Isom9(M). We aseume in the nest of the article that a, f and h are three sniooth G-invariant functions. The goal here is to study the existence of smooth, positive, G-invariant solutians to(E). 1.3. The point here is that the pnesence of syrnrnetnies allows one to improve sorne well known results concerning the best constant in the Sobolev ernbedding and the Rellich-Kondrakov theorem. More precisely, if one assurne that O has at least nne onbit of finite cardinality, Hebey and Vaugon proved (see [27] ), that it is possible to improve the value of the best constatÉ in the Sobolev embedding Hi,o(M) '-* L~(M) (its value has been obtained by Aubin [2] ). The result is the following Theorem A. Let (M, g) be a compact riemannian n-manifold, n > 3 and let O be a subgraup of the isometry group of (M, y), Jsom9(M), having at Ieast one pairÉ offinite orbit. We set k = rninZEM CardO0 (a~). Then BB E 1?~sucb that for al) u E H1,a(M)
where K(n, 2) = -r (w~being tbe volume of tbe standard nn(n-2)w,s phere offlfl+l) is the best constant in the Sobo)ev embedding Mi (IV') '-* 1.4. Resides, if we now assurne that ah the orbits unden the action of O are infinite, Hebey and Vaugon (see [27] ) have proved that it la poasible to improve the "exponent" of the embedding. 
A 9+a Ls coercive on H1,a(M). Wc also assume thai 2P0
E maxf sucit litai (L) CardOG(Po) = minCardOa(x) xEM (Li) h(Po) = O -_________ -8(n-1)a(Po>~~af { 2Scatp(Po) if n>5 (iii) a(Po) -Sca¡0
Wc assume thai A2 + a is coercive on Hi,a(M) and ihal
______ (Ke¾2))~(Ja)'~'( ff \ "I~n-k SUPXEM f) > (Ñ(n,2))"~(Ja) 2JM {V¿uvii + anO -fnPii -hu%} du(g) = O since fi is O-invaniant. Hence o = ¡{vvi (Sodakva(znda)+at¿ (j.~~¡ Jv(a(z))da) 1 fi - (. .....~-] v(a(x))da)-h" 4~]v(a(z))dojjdv(g) - f 0da JM {víuv' (J v(a(x))da) + att (f v(a(z))da) - ftP (kVaz~da)B ut vi (Lvax»da) =JVv(a(xfldo'
Henceferth

JM~(v(a(x))) + att (v(a(z>) -fnP (v(a(x)) (v(a(x))}dudu(y) = O
Thanks te the Fubini's theorem, we get Thanks te what we said previously and the cernputations of Djadli [15] , we can give the expansion of W(t1g!k¡~~~~-) for ra > 5
4(ra -1)a(P)12 'f(P)P± ' 1( Scal 2(P)t 2 K(n,2)2k2p+ 1 k~mo ra(ra -4)K(ra,2)2k
A,P mo
By ¡emma 3.4, one can wnite 1,,, = to+s(~) with c(~) = O(~). Hence RE(n,2)2k2 
